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Abstract

This paper deals with the uniform exponential stabilization of a hybrid PDE}ODE system which describes an overhead crane with
#exible cable. A previous linear boundary feedback law (see d'AndreH a-Novel, Boustany, Conrad & Rao (1994). MCSS Journal, 1, 1}22)
depending on the platform position and velocity and on the angular displacement of the cable at the connection point to the platform,
led to asymptotic stabilization but could not provide an exponential decay (see Rao (1993). European Journal of Applied Mathematics,
4, 303}319). Taking advantage of the `cascadeda structure of the hybrid system, we propose here a back-stepping approach leading to
a linear boundary feedback which `naturallya depends in addition, on the angular velocity of the cable. We prove that this boundary
feedback law produces uniform exponential stability and illustrative simulations are displayed. In d'AndreH a-Novel & Coron ((1997).
Proceedings of the IFAC SYROCO '97 Conference, Nantes) this result has been established under a small gain condition on the
feedback stabilizing the subsystem made of the PDE. Here, by using a result of Datko (see Datko (1970). Journal of Mathematical
Analysis and Application, 32, 610}616) we show that this condition can be relaxed. ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

For "nite-dimensional systems, the existence of a `cas-
caded structurea, namely chains of integrators, (see e.g.
Byrnes & Isidori, 1989; Tsinias, 1989; Coron & Praly,
1991; Kanellakopoulos, Kokotovic & Morse 1992;
KrsticH , Kanellakopoulos & Kokotovic 1995, for this no-
tion), is a powerful tool for the design of stabilizing
controllers. What we want to emphasize is that the cas-
caded structure of some #exible mechanical systems
coupling ODE and PDE is also a useful property in
regard to stabilization. For example in Coron and

d'AndreH a-Novel (1998), we have proposed a class of non-
linear asymptotically stabilizing boundary feedback laws
for a rotating body-beam without natural damping. In
this present paper, we also use its cascaded structure to
stabilize the following system, called `overhead cranea
and made of a motorized platform of mass M moving
along an horizontal bench. A #exible cable of length ¸ is
attached to the platform and holds a load mass m (see
Fig. 1).

We make the following assumptions:

(i) The cable is completely #exible and nonstretching.
(ii) Transversal and angular displacements are small.
(iii) The acceleration of the load mass is negligible with

respect to the gravitational acceleration g.

Therefore, if s denotes the arc length along the cable,
y(s, t) the horizontal displacement at time t of the point
whose curvilinear abscissa is s, X

1
the platform abscissa,

y
s
(s, t) the angular inclination of the cable at s with

respect to the vertical, o the mass per unit length of the
cable and u the force applied to the platform, the dynam-
ical equations of the platform and the cable take the
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Fig. 1. The overhead crane with #exible cable.

following form (for details we can refer e.g. to d'AndreH a-
Novel et al., 1994):
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Due to the last assumption (iii), the dynamical equation
of the load mass can be approximated by

y
s
(0, t)"0.

By considering the `naturala energy of the hybrid system
and a suitable class of boundary feedback laws depend-
ing on X

1
, XQ

1
and y

s
(¸, t), a previous asymptotic stabiliz-

ation result has been obtained in d'AndreH a-Novel et al.
(1994) for system (1)}(2) around the equilibrium solution
X

1
(t)"XQ

1
(t)"0, y(s, t)"y

t
(s, t)"0. Unfortunately, for

these linear boundary feedback laws, using an argument
based on a result of compact perturbation due to Russell
(1975), Rao (1993) proved that exponential stabilization
could not be achieved. Nevertheless, when ignoring the
ODE (2), which amounts to considering the velocity of
the platform as the control variable for the subsystem
made of the PDE, exponential stabilization has been
obtained for the PDE system (see d'AndreH a-Novel et al.,
1994).

In fact, the complete PDE}ODE system (1)}(2) has
a `cascaded structurea. Taking advantage of this struc-
tural property, we construct in this paper a class of linear
boundary feedback laws, depending on X

1
, XQ

1
, y

s
(¸, t)

and in addition on y
st
(¸, t), which produce exponential

decay for a suitable `energy functiona. The existence of

this `noncompacta term y
st
(¸, t) in the feedback law

precisely allows exponential stabilization. A similar con-
clusion has been obtained in MorguK l, Rao and Conrad
(1994) for a hybrid system with a Dirichlet boundary
condition and in the case of the wave equation, i.e. when
taking a(s)"1 in Eq. (1). Let us also mention the recent
work of Mifdal (1997), where the author also takes into
account the load mass dynamics.

In fact, the use of stronger feedback terms is often
necessary to obtain uniform stabilization, as explained
e.g. in MorguK l et al. (1994) for hybrid SCOLE models.
But, contrarily to MorguK l et al. (1994) or Mifdal (1997)
where stronger terms were a priori prescribed, what we
show here, is that the `cascaded structurea of our system
naturally leads to this stronger term y

st
(¸, t), when ap-

plying a back-stepping technique.
In Section 2 we brie#y recall the exponential stabiliz-

ation result of d'AndreH a-Novel et al. (1994) concerning
the subsystem made of the only PDE. Then we apply
a back-stepping approach in Section 3 to obtain asymp-
totic stabilization for the hybrid PDE}ODE system
(1)}(2). Section 4 is devoted to the main uniform
exponential stabilization result for the hybrid system.
Finally, we present some illustrative simulation results
in Section 5 and we conclude.

2. Exponential stabilization of the PDE subsystem

We now brie#y recall the exponential stabilization
result of d'AndreH a-Novel et al. (1994) where we ignore the
dynamic's of the platform given by ODE (2). Therefore,
we take the platform velocity XQ

1
as the control variable

v for the subsystem given by

y
tt
!(ay

s
)
s
"0,

y
s
(0, t)"0,

y(¸, t)"X
1
(t),

XQ
1
"v,

(5)

with a still given by (3).
By considering the energy function

E"

1

2 P
L

0

(y2
t
#ay2

s
) ds#

k

2
X2

1
, k'0, (6)

we obtain the following time derivative of E:

dE

dt
"y

t
(¸, t)[ay

s
(¸, t)#ky(¸, t)]. (7)

It is then easy to see that the following boundary feed-
back laws, expressed in terms of boundary condition
at s"¸

ay
s
(¸, t)#ky(¸, t)"!f (y

t
(¸, t)), (8)
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where f is nondecreasing (continuous) and f (0)"0, are
dissipative.

Namely, the closed-loop system is of the form

y
tt
!(ay

s
)
s
"0,

y
s
(0, t)"0,

(ay
s
)(¸, t)#ky(¸, t)"!f (y

t
(¸, t))

(9)

and by taking for example the following linear boundary
feedback law (corresponding to f"KId in (8)):

v6 "!((ay
s
)(¸, t)#ky(¸, t))/K, K'0, (10)

we have

dE

dt
"!Ky2

t
(¸, t)40. (11)

Moreover, we know that the energy E(t) uniformly expo-
nentially decays to zero (see Theorem 4(i) in d'AndreH a-
Novel et al., 1994), which means the existence of con-
stants C'0, k'0 such that, for any solution of (9)}(10)

E(t)4CE(0)e~kt. (12)

Remark 1. Let us notice that v6 depends on X
1
"y(¸, t)

and on the angular displacement h of the cable at the
connection point to the platform, since we have

h"!y
s
(¸, t). (13)

Remark 2. To steer the platform at any nonzero set
point X

1#
, it is su$cient to replace (k/2)X2

1
in (6) by

(k/2)(X
1
!X

1#
)2.

3. Asymptotic stabilization of the hybrid system via
a back-stepping approach

We "rst derive a stabilizing boundary feedback law for
system (1)}(2) by using its cascaded structure. Then we
prove the well posedness of the closed-loop system, and
"nally we prove the asymptotic stability. The exponential
stability will be established in the following section.

3.1. Derivation of a stabilizing boundary feedback law

We consider the following Lyapunov function candi-
date:

<"E#1
2
(XQ

1
!v6 )2. (14)

By using the back-stepping approach (see e.g. Byrnes
& Isidori, 1989; Tsinias, 1989; Coron & Praly, 1991;
Kanellakopoulos et al., 1992; KrsticH et al., 1995), the
Lyapunov function candidate for the complete hybrid
system is the sum of a Lyapunov function associated to
subsystem (5) and of the term 1

2
(XQ

1
!v6 )2, where v6 is the

feedback law given by (10), ensuring the stabilization of
subsystem (5).

Directly computing the back-stepping control law
leads to

;"v65 !a(XQ
1
!v6 )!(ay

s
)(¸, t)!ky(¸, t), a'0. (15)

This boundary feedback law ensures asymptotic stability,
but it is not clear if it produces exponential stability.
More precisely, Lemma 4 given below, does not hold
with this feedback (15).

Inspired by Morin and Samson (1997), we propose the
following boundary feedback law;, which will exponen-
tially stabilize the hybrid system, for a'0 su$ciently
high (see Theorem 3)

;"v65 !a(XQ
1
!v6 ), a'0, (16)

which gives, from (2)

u"M(;!j(ay
s
)(¸, t)). (17)

More precisely we establish the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The linear boundary feedback control u given by
(17) where ; is given by (16) and v6 by (10) makes <(t)
decrease for a'K/2.

Proof. Computing the time-derivative of < gives

<Q "!a(XQ
1
!v6 )2!((ay

s
)(¸, t)#kX

1
)2/K

# (XQ
1
!v6 )((ay

s
)(¸, t)#kX

1
), (18)

consequently, we have

<Q 4!

((ay
s
)(¸, t)#kX

1
)2

2K
!Aa!

K

2 B(XQ 1!v6 )2 (19)

and <Q 40 provided that a'K/2, which ends the proof
of the lemma. h

This is a formal computation. We must now check that
the hybrid system (1)}(2) in closed-loop form with
(17), (16), (10) corresponds to a well-posed problem, as-
sociated with a maximal monotone operator.

Remark 3. In the expression of the feedback law u, v65
gives rise to the term hQ . As already mentioned in the
introduction, the existence of this noncompact term
y
st
(¸, t) will allow one to conclude to exponential

stabilization.

3.2. Well posedness

We set the PDE}ODE system (1)}(2) in closed-loop
form with (17), (16), (10) into the state-space form

XQ #AX"0, (20)
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with

X"A
y"y(s, t)

z"y
t
(s, t)

b"y(¸, t)"X
1

g"XQ
1
!v6 "z(¸, t)#

(ay
s
)(¸, t)#kb

K
B, (21)

and

AX"A
!z

!(ay
s
)
s

!g#((ay
s
)(¸, t)#kb)/K

ag B. (22)

Subsequently, Hj(0,¸), j"1,2, denotes the usual
Sobolev space of functions in ¸2(0,¸) with derivatives up
to order j also in ¸2(0,¸). Let ¸=(0,#R; H1(0,¸)) be
the set of measurable functions y: [0,#R]PH1(0,¸)
such that

Dy( ) )D
H

1(0,L)
3¸=(0,#R).

Then=1,=(0,#R; H1(0,¸)) denotes the space of func-
tions tP y(t) in ¸=(0,#R; H1(0,¸)) with "rst deriva-
tive with respect to t also in ¸=(0,#R; H1(0,¸)).

Let H be the energy space associated to< given by (14)

H"M(y, z, b, g)3H1(0,¸)]¸2(0,¸)]R]R;

b"y(¸)N. (23)

It is easy to check that H is a Hilbert space for the scalar
product

SX,XK T"P
L

0

(zz(#ay
s
y(
s
) ds#kbbK #gg( . (24)

Then we de"ne in H the domain of the unbounded linear
operator A (see e.g. II.6. in Brezis (1983) for this notion)

DomA"M(y, z, b, g)3H2(0,¸)]H1(0,¸)]R]R,

y(¸)"b , (ay
s
)(0)"0,

z(¸)#((ay
s
)(¸)#kb)/K"gN. (25)

We have the following result.

Lemma 2. The operator A given by (22)}(25) is maximal
monotone on H.

Proof. From (18) and (19) we have

!SX,AXT"<Q 40, ∀X3Dom A. (26)

A being linear, (26) is su$cient to prove that A is mono-
tone. It all remains to check the range condition

R(I#A)"H. (27)

The proof given in d'AndreH a-Novel & Coron (1997)
is quite similar to the one of Lemma 1 in d'AndreH a-
Novel et al. (1994). h

We can now state the following well-posedness result.

Theorem 1. (i) For any initial data X
0

in DomA, system
(20) has a unique strong solution such that

X(t)"(y(t), y
t
(t), b(t), g(t))3DomA, ∀t'0

y3=1,=(0,#R; H1(0,¸))W¸=(0,#R; H2(0,¸)).
(28)

(ii) For any initial data X
0

in H, system (20) has a unique
weak solution X in H, given by X(t)"S(t)X

0
, where

MS(t)N
tz0

is the semigroup of contractions on H
generated by the operator A.

(iii) For any initial data X
0

in DomA the functions

tPDDX(t)DD
H
,

tPDD(AX)(t)DD
H

(29)

are nonincreasing.

Proof. A being a maximal monotone operator,
Theorem 1 results for example from Theorem 3.1 in
Brezis (1973). h

To be able to apply LaSalle's Invariance Principle,
we have to check that the trajectories are precompact
(see e.g. Dafermos & Slemrod, 1973; Slemrod, 1989). This
precompactness is a corollary of the following lemma (its
proof is quite similar to the proof of Lemma 2 in
d'AndreH a-Novel et al., 1994):

Lemma 3. The canonical embedding from Dom A,
equipped with the graph norm, into H is compact.

3.3. Strong asymptotic stabilization

We prove the strong asymptotic stability of system (20)
in H using LaSalle's invariance principle for the in"nite
dimension case (see Dafermos & Slemrod, 1973) and the
Lyapunov function given by (14).

Theorem 2. For any initial data X
0

in H, the solution
X(t)"S(t)X

0
tends to zero in H:

<(t)"1
2
DDS(t)X

0
DD2
H
P0, tP#R. (30)

Proof. We "rst consider the case

X
0
3Dom A. (31)

Using Theorem 1(iii), we have

DDX(t)DD
H
#DD(AX)(t)DD

H
4DDX

0
DD
H
#DDAX

0
DD
H
. (32)

From (32) and Lemma 3, the trajectory

MX(t)"S(t)X
0
, t50N (33)
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is precompact in H, then the u limit set u(X
0
)LDomA,

is not empty and invariant w.r. to S(t) (see Theorem 3.1 in
Slemrod, 1989).

We now use LaSalle's invariance principle to show
that u(X

0
)"M0N.

Let XM
0

be an element of u(X
0
)LDomA, and let

XM (t)"(y, y
t
, y(¸), g)(t)"S(t)XM

0
3u(X

0
). (34)

By applying LaSalle's invariance principle, let us
consider the set

d<

dt
"0, (35)

from (18) we deduce that

g"y
t
(¸, t)#((ay

s
)(¸, t)#ky(¸, t))/K"0,

(ay
s
)(¸, t)#ky(¸, t)"0,

(36)

which implies

y
t
(¸, t)"0,

(ay
s
)(¸, t)#ky(¸, t)"0.

(37)

Therefore, the function y is a solution of the following
overdetermined system:

y
tt
!(ay

s
)
s
"0,

(ay
s
)(0, t)"0,

(ay
s
)(¸, t)#ky(¸, t)"0,

y
t
(¸, t)"0.

(38)

On the other hand, since XM
0
3DomA, from Theorem 1,

y belongs to =1,=(0,#R; H1(0,¸))W¸=(0,#R;
H2(0,¸)). We can then apply Lemma 3 in d'AndreH a-
Novel et al. (1994) to conclude that y,0, which implies
XM

0
"0 and then u(X

0
)"M0N.

Using the density of DomA and point (ii) of Theorem 1,
we end the proof by extending the result to any element
X

0
in H. h

We now prove that the linear boundary feedback law
given by (17), (16), (10) ensures the exponential decay of
the energy <.

4. Exponential stabilization of the hybrid system

Let us introduce

>"A
y

y
t

X
1
B

and express the dynamics of subsystem (5) in the state-
space form

G
>Q "F>#Gv with

F>"A
y
t

(ay
s
)
s

0 B and G"A
0

0

1B. (39)

We denote '(t,>) the #ow associated to subsystem (5)
in closed-loop form with the stabilizing control v6 given by
(10), and we introduce the following function:

Q(X)"=(>)#1
2
(XQ

1
!v6 )2, (40)

where

=(>)"P
`=

0

E('(t,>)) dt. (41)

It can be shown that= satis"es, ∀X3DomA:

+=(>)(F>#Gv6 )"!DD>DD2, (42)

DD DD being the norm associated to the energy E given by
(6) (see e.g. Datko, 1970, for a proof of (42)).

Let us "rst establish the following lemma which links
the time derivative of Q and the energy function <, when
one uses the feedback law (17), (16), (10).

Lemma 4. There exists l'0 such that on Dom A

QQ 4!l<. (43)

Proof. Computing the time derivative of Q along the
trajectories of the hybrid system (1)}(2) in closed-loop
form with (17), (16),(10) leads to

QQ "+=(>)(F>#Gv6 )#(XQ
1
!v6 )(;!v65 #+=(>)G).

Moreover, = being quadratic, there exists b'0 such
that

DD+=(>)GDD4bDD>DD,

then from (16), (42) we can write

QQ 4!DD>DD2!a(XQ
1
!v6 )2#1

2
DD>DD2#

b2

2
(XQ

1
!v6 )2

and then

QQ 4!1
2
DD>DD2!

2a!b2

2
(XQ

1
!v6 )2

and QQ 40 for a'b2/2. Let us now de"ne

l"min(1;2a!b2).
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Fig. 2. X
1
, h, u and Log(<(t)).

We have

QQ 4!l1
2
(DD>DD2#(XQ

1
!v6 )2),

which ends the proof of the lemma since

E"1
2
DD>DD2 and <"1

2
(DD>DD2#(XQ

1
!v6 )2). h

We can now state our main exponential convergence
result. This is the object of the following theorem.

Theorem 3. If the gain a of the boundary feedback law
; given by (16) satisxes a'max(K/2;b2/2), then there
exist constants C

0
'0 and k

0
'0, independent of X solu-

tion of (20), (21), such that

<(t)4C
0
<(0)e~k0 t, ∀t50. (44)

Proof. Lemma 4 allows us to show that the integral

P
`=

0

DDS(t)X
0
DD2
H

dt

converges for all X
0

in H, S(t) being the contraction
semi-group associated to the hybrid closed-loop system.
More precisely, multiplying inequality (43) by !1, and
integrating from 0 to #R, we obtain

P
=

0

DDX(t)DD2
H

dt4Q(0)/l,

and this result is equivalent to the exponential conv-
ergence of the semi-group S(t), as it has been shown by
Datko (1970) in his Corollary. h

Remark 4. In Lemma 6 of d'AndreH a-Novel and Coron
(1997), we had established a comparison result between
Q and < which allowed us to conclude to the exponential
convergence of <. But to establish this result, and more
precisely the inequality c

1
<4Q with 0(c

1
41, we had

to use the following inequality (where E is the energy
function associated to the PDE):

E(0)4cP
`=

0

E(t) dt for a constant c'0,

inequality proved in Lemma 1 of d'AndreH a-Novel and
Coron (1997), under the assumption that the gain 1/K of
v6 given by (10) is su$ciently small.

Although this comparison lemma of d'AndreH a-Novel
and Coron (1997) is useless to prove exponential stabiliz-
ation, it allows us to obtain more `quantitativea informa-
tions about the constant C

0
and the rate of convergence.

Furthermore, we did not succeed, for the moment, to
prove the inequality E(0)4c:`=

0
E(t) dt without the gain

condition: 1/K su$ciently small.

5. Conclusion

In order to simulate system (1)}(2), we have used a mo-
dal decomposition and obtained a linear truncated "nite
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dimensional state formulation of the system as described
e.g. in d'AndreH a-Novel et al. (1994).

We have taken for u, the linear boundary feedback law
given by (17). The linear truncated system in closed-loop
form with this u has been integrated using a Matlab
function. The results obtained with K"3, a"1.6 and
k"0.1 are displayed in Fig. 2. The sampled period was
equal to 1 ms and the simulation was performed during
20 s. At the top-left of Fig. 2 is given X

1
and h at the

top-right. At the bottom-left the control u applied to
the platform is plotted and Logarithm(<(t)) at the
bottom-right, to point out the exponential decay of the
energy <(t).

To conclude, we can see that the backstepping ap-
proach has been successfully applied to an hybrid
PDE}ODE system, leading to an exponentially stabiliz-
ing boundary feedback controller. A work which is now
under study, is the extension of our results in the case of
a variable length #exible cable.
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